2022 Lights, Camera, Action EWD Show

Trail Class Instructions

Trail Course Key:

Arena Set Up:

Walk:

Logs ~ 8 to 10 ft long (use the length you have)

Trot:

Arena space ~ 100 x 140 ft

Canter:
Back: x x x x

Distance for lope should be at least 50 ft
Cones for weaving to be set ~ 15 ft apart
Crossover logs should be set ~ 3 feet apart

Turn:
Logs in chute should be set ~ 4 feet wide
*Pattern may be called.
*No Coaching Allowed.
*Might be best for videographer to be elevated on stool/mounting
block/ramp.
*Video approximately from where camera is shown on pattern in
landscape view.
*Video should be one continuous take.

Division A and Veterans A:

1. Participant stands ready at Start Cones at a halt. Start video, after 3-5 seconds announce class
and participant #, then participant begins Step 2.
2. Walk to bridge and over bridge.
3. After bridge, pick up trot and trot over 4 ground poles.
4. After ground poles, pick up left lead canter and continue to cones.
5. Just before cones drop down to a trot and weave through cones at trot. Continue trot toward
gate.
6. Just before gate drop to a walk and then halt at gate. Open and close gate.
7. After gate, trot toward chute. Just before chute walk. Walk into chute and turn left 90 degrees
as shown. Back horse through 90 degree turn out of chute as shown. At end of chute pivot 90
degrees left.
8. After walking ~3-5 steps away from chute, pick up right lead canter, canter around gate, and
toward box as shown by green line.
9. Just before box walk then enter box at a walk. Halt in box and perform a 360 degree pivot to
the right. Exit box at a walk.
10. Walk to cones and halt at cones. After 6-8 seconds stop the video.
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Division BI and Veterans BI:

1. Participant stands ready at Start Cones at a halt. Start video, after 3-5 seconds announce class
and participant #, then participant begins Step 2.
2. Walk to bridge and over bridge.
3. After bridge, pick up trot and trot over 4 ground poles.
4. After ground poles continue trotting toward cones and weave through cones at trot.
5. Just before gate drop to a walk and then halt at gate. Open gate and walk through gate.
6. Walk toward and into chute then turn left 90 degrees as shown. Back horse through 90
degree turn out of chute as shown. At end of chute pivot 90 degrees left.
7. After walking ~3-5 steps away from chute, pick up trot and trot around gate toward box as
shown by green line.
8. Just before box walk then enter box at a walk. Halt in box and perform a 360 degree pivot to
the right. Exit box at a walk.
9. Walk to cones and halt at cones. After 6-8 seconds stop the video.

Division BS1 and Veterans BS1:

1. Participant stands ready at Start Cones at a halt. Start video, after 3-5 seconds announce class
and participant #, then participant begins Step 2.
2. Walk to bridge and over bridge.
3. After bridge, continue at a walk over 4 ground poles.
4. After ground poles pick up the trot toward cones and weave through cones at trot.
5. Just before gate drop to a walk and then halt at gate. Open gate and walk through gate.
6. Walk toward and into chute then turn left 90 degrees as shown. Back horse straight out of
chute as shown. After back turn 90 degrees right and walk out of chute. At end of chute turn
90 degrees right as shown.
7. After walking ~3-5 steps away from chute, pick up trot and trot toward box as shown by
green line.
8. Just before box walk then enter box at a walk. Halt in box and perform a 90 degree pivot to
the right. Exit box at a walk.
9. Walk to cones and halt at cones. After 6-8 seconds stop the video.
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Division BS2/3 and Veterans BS2/3:

1. Participant stands ready at Start Cones at a halt. Start video, after 3-5 seconds announce class
and participant #, then participant begins Step 2.
2. Walk to bridge and over bridge.
3. After bridge, continue at a walk over 4 ground poles.
4. After ground poles pick up the trot toward cones and weave through cones at trot.
5. Just before gate drop to a walk and walk through already open gate.
6. Walk toward and into chute then turn left 90 degrees as shown. Back horse straight out of
chute as shown. After back turn 90 degrees right and walk out of chute. At end of chute turn
90 degrees right as shown.
7. After walking ~3-5 steps away from chute, pick up trot and trot toward box as shown by
green line.
8. Just before box walk then enter box at a walk. Halt in box and perform a 90 degree pivot to
the right. Exit box at a walk.
9. Walk to cones and halt at cones. After 6-8 seconds stop the video.
Division CI and Veterans CI:

1. Participant stands ready at Start Cones at a halt. Start video, after 3-5 seconds announce class
and participant #, then participant begins Step 2.
2. Walk to bridge and over bridge.
3. After bridge, continue at a walk over 4 ground poles.
4. After ground poles continue at a walk toward cones and weave through cones at a walk.
5. Walk toward gate and then halt at gate. Open gate and walk through gate.
6. Walk toward and into chute then turn left 90 degrees as shown. Back horse straight out of
chute as shown. After back turn 90 degrees right and walk out of chute. At end of chute turn
90 degrees right as shown.
7. Continue to walk toward box as shown, and enter box at a walk. Halt in box and perform a
90 degree pivot to the right. Exit box at a walk.
8. Walk to cones and halt at cones. After 6-8 seconds stop the video.
Division CS1/2/3, Veterans CS1/2/3, and Leadline:

1. Participant stands ready at Start Cones at a halt. Start video, after 3-5 seconds announce class
and participant #, then participant begins Step 2.
2. Walk to bridge and over bridge.
3. After bridge, continue at a walk over 4 ground poles.
4. After ground poles continue at a walk toward cones and weave through cones at a walk.
5. Walk toward gate and through gate.
6. Walk toward and into chute then turn left 90 degrees as shown. Back horse straight out of
chute as shown. After back turn 90 degrees right and walk out of chute. At end of chute turn
90 degrees right as shown.
7. Continue to walk toward box as shown, and enter box at a walk. Halt in box and perform a
90 degree pivot to the right. Exit box at a walk.
8. Walk to cones and halt at cones. After 6-8 seconds stop the video.

